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us far afield as possible, instead of settling at the
nearest possible point, Oumie is the most notable example,
Just a few of the men of old Kyine in Asia knew the coast
of Campania and sang its praise^ we may .suppose, to the
land-Inmgry peasant emigrants, In this way, and in this
only, was the early Creek colonizing movement affected by
eouniderations of trade.
In   the  course   of  this   early  sea-faring, an important
revolution in ship-building had taken place.    Firstly, some
time in the warlike days between the end of the Minoan Age
and    the    Greek    Renaissance,    the    warship    had    been
differentiated from the ship of burden.    Long and low and
rakish, with a sharp ram down on the waterline, narrow and
shallow of draft, capable of being driven at a high speed by
her  twenty-five  oars  aside,   the  up-to-date  fighting  ship
contrasted sharply with the old high-stemmed ships of the
sea-raiders defeated by Rameses  III, and also from the
round-bellied merchantman, built to carry cargo, relying
for propulsion almost wholly on her sails, and carrying only
a few sweeps for occasional manoeuvring.    Such warships
were emphatically not   good ships to live in,  and were
difficult and unseaworthy in bad weather j highly specialised
ships, in fact.   Since commerce and commerce-protection, as
we have seen, were not primary interests of state, we may
suppose that the Greek states built these ships for defence
against the descents of ** viking " sea-robbers on their coasts*
To let such marauders descend out of the blue, plunder, and
retire before a defending army has gathered (as Odysseus
could have done when he raided the Kikones 1) was clearly
no way to deter the nuisance.   Better pursue them on their
own element with these swift new long-ships, whose beaks
will crash through any timbers — using the whole ship as a
weapon, instead of trusting to the bloody hazards of boarding,
or shooting arrows at a moving target from an unsteady
platform.   Conversely, if one wished to invade an oversea
enemy who possessed the new long-ships, one's armament
when at sea would be a helpless prey unless conveyed in or
at least escorted by vessels equally fast,
* Od. ix. A® tf

